
As a bonus event, ASDA wellness hosted a kayaking event
partnered with UCSF Outdoor Programs. From Mission
Creek to the famous McCovey Cove, students enjoyed the
panoramic views of the SF Bay, Bay Bridge, and Treasure
Island. 

To keep the ASDA spirit rolling, the ASDA
Communications team initiated a social media challenge for
new and current members to learn more about one another
through their IG Story posts. Participants were entered into
a raffle for some of our exclusive, vintage ASDA T-shirts! 

Wellness Walk (in-person)

MedPro D4/ID4 Social (in-person)

We kicked off the Fall quarter by welcoming D1/IDPs over
zoom & introducing them to ASDA, one of UCSF’s largest
campus orgs. Attendees joined any of 12 breakout rooms,
where each committee chair answered Qs & shared how
their roles contribute to the success of our team. 

Committee Speed Dating (virtual)

Networking? Professional Development? Meeting students
outside school? Get pumped cause ASDA Conferences
come with all these perks! ASDA Exec hosted a Zoom info
session for students to cover what each of the 4 conferences
has to offer and the opportunities it comes with. 

Conferences Info Session (virtual)

What better way to start ASDA Fever Month than with a
DIY event to bring an ASDA souvenir back home with you?
Students made their own bracelets and phone charms to wear
around campus. The activity provides an ASDA bonding
experience without overloading students on ASDA
information and encourages students to continue attending
future ASDA events!

DIY Bracelet & Phone Charms (in-person)
ASDA who? See our name hosting fun events but don’t
know what we do? New D1s & IDPs joined us as we
introduced them to ASDA through 8 interactive booths,
each covering different topics such as membership
benefits/dues, board apps, district, etc. Attendance was
record high with more than ⅔ of the D1 class present!

Member Monday (in-person)

Advocacy and IDP Committee teamed up to deliver an
informative presentation on important advocacy topics that
ASDA champions such as the REDI Act and licensure
reform. To top it off, 30 students participated in jeopardy to
test their knowledge on ASDA’s policies and positions.

Advocacy Tuesday (in-person)

UCSF ASDA celebrated National Diversity by providing
Argentinian empanadas and Ethiopian sambussa, while
students scratched off their cultural origins on a world map.
Students saw in real time as they colored in the beauty of
diversity through our student body. 

Diversity Thursday (in-person)

Membership definitely has benefits! UCSF ASDA handed
out 50 reusable tote bags in many colorful patterns and
designs to both reward current members and encourage
those considering ASDA membership to officially enroll. 

Tote Bag Friday (in-person)
Vendor Fair (in-person)

Kayaking (in-person) Social Media Challenge (virtual)

The sun’s out in SF! A mindful walk through Golden Gate
Park not only enhances our physical health, but also releases
stress, connects us with nature, and encourages a deeper
state of mindfulness.

It’s that time of year again for our member-exclusive  
Vendor Fair! Members networked with dental
representatives while learning about different opportunities,
with chances to win some cool prizes!

Since D4s are starting to prepare for graduation, we hosted
a dinner-and-learn sponsored by MedPro for attendees to
learn about malpractice insurance. It’s important for our
members to understand the different career services they
need before entering the dental workforce.
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